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ABSTRACT

The IFR fuel cycle based on pyroprocessing involves only few operational steps
and the batch-oriented process equipment systems are compact. This results in
major cost reductions in al l of three areas of reprocessing, fabrication, and
waste treatment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Historically, reactor development/demonstration has been perceived as
more urgent than fuel cycle demonstration and often fuel cycle closure has been
given a lower priority and postponed to a later date. But the fuel cycle is
the heart of the breeder. Although deployment of LMRs in the near term, in
anything other than experimental demonstration, will be based on their merits
as power-producing reactors, with little weight given to resource extension
arguments, the fuel cycle closure is still very important in two respects. LHR
spent fuel contains fissile value similar to fresh fuel, in contrast to the
commercial light water reactors where the fissile worth of spent fuel is less
than 25% of the fresh fuel. The recovery of spent LMR fuel plays an important
role in achieving competitive fuel cycle costs, even if breeding itself is not
a requirement. Secondly, waste disposal is an important factor for ultimate
public acceptance and a closed fuel cycle can ease waste disposal problems.

The U-235 utilization is summarized in Table 1 for LWR and LHR. The LHR
care assumes U-235 fueling to allow a direct comparison with the LWR case. The
Plutonium value is appropriately adjusted: it has a lower worth than U-235 in
thermal spectrum and the opposite in fast spectrum.

From economics viewpoint, it is a well-established fact that the once-
through cycle is viable for the LWR because of the small fissile value residual
in the spent fuel. A favorable LWR reprocessing decision would have to be
dictated by waste management or other considerations aside from the economics.
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Table 1. U-235 Utilization Comparison

Initial Core, kg/GWe

Equilibrium Loading, kg/GWe-yr
Fissioned
Discharge
Relative Worth

Pu Bred, kg/GWe-yr
Fissioned
Discharge
Relative Worth

Total Discharge Worth

kg U-235 Equivalent
% of Initial Loading

LWR

1,800

800
- 600

200
100

360
- 200

160
100

200
25%

LMR

5,500

1,800
- 550
1,250
1,250

750
- 250

500
750

2,000
110%

The LMR simply cannot compete with the LWR in a once-through mode. The
fissile inventory is much higher in fast spectrum and the spent fuel has too
high fissile value. Fuel cycle closure is mandatory and its economics then
determines the economic viability of the LMR.

II. STARTUP FISSILE INVENTORY

As shown in Table 1, the LMR requires a large amount of initial fissile
inventory. Once started up the annual refueling requirements can be met by its
own breeding. Traditionally, this LMR fissile inventory was assumed to be
supplied from piutoniurn recovered from the LWR spent fuel reprocessing.

If we compare an LWR reprocessing cost in the range of $1000/kg HM and
the value of fissile material recovered from 1 kg of spent fuel (optimistically
estimated at $200 based on neutronic value for LWR recycle), it is easy to see
that there is no incentive to reprocess and recycle from the economic viewpoint
alone. Furthermore, U-236 buildup makes the reprocessed uranium undesirable
as enrichment feedstock and the heavy piutonium fuel fabrication penalty in
effect reduces the value of recovered fissile material still further when used
for recycle in thermal reactors.

On the other hand, if LWR reprocessing is justified solely on the basis
of supplying fissile inventory for the LMRs, then the cost of actinide recovery
is about $100/gm of actinide ($1000/kg HM reprocessing cost divided by -10 gm
of actinides contained in 1 kg of spent fuel). This also is too expensive for
the LMR startup: including the ex-core inventory, the fissile inventory cost
would run close to $1 billion per GWe.



Furthermore, this path is just too expensive relative to alternative U-
235 startup. Assuming 30% enrichment, the U-235 cost is summarized in Table
2 for various combinations of uranium ore and enrichment service prices. As
can be seen from Table 2, $35/gm U-235 covers a reasonable range of anticipated
uranium and enrichment service combinations.

Table 2.

Uranium Ore

$10/1b
$20/1b
$30/1b

Uranium-235 Cost

580/SWU

24
29
34

($/gm U-235)

S120/SWU

34
39
44

The actinide recovery cost from the LWR spent fuel is about a factor of
3 more expensive than the U-235 startup option. (For simplicity, it is assumed
that 1 gm of actinide, which contains about 0.6 gm of fissile Pu ,is equivalent
to 1 gm of U-235 in fast spectrum.) On this basis then, U-235 startup is
therefore, much the most viable option for the LMR.

Of course, if the LWR reprocessing is conducted for other reasons, then
Pu (or actinide) is a by-product and its price will be dictated by the market
supply and demand, and its price would be determined accordingly, with the U-
235 cost putting the ceiling on the plutonium value.

III. IFR FUEL CYCLE COST

The IFR fuel cycle is based on pyroprocessing and injection-casting
fabrication.(1) The steps in this fuel cycle are few and all processes are
extraordinarily compact. There is potential for dramatic simplifications and
cost reductions in all of three areas of reprocessing, fabrication, and waste
treatment.

Because the necessary fuel cycle facility is so different from Purex
facilities, in order to provide a firm technical basis for quantifying the IFR
fuel cycle economics a detailed conceptual design of a commercial-scale IFR
fuel cycle facility has been developed. The throughput capability is for an
electrical generating capacity of 1400 MW.

The facility size and process cell volume are small, less than equivalent
Purex facility by a large factor. Capital cost reductions also by a large
factor can therefore be expected for the IFR fuel cycle facility, compared to
a conventional Purex-based fuel cycle facility of the same capacity.
Preliminary estimates indicate that the capital costs of this IFR fuel cycle
facility would be about $97 million. This includes construction of the
building, provision of engineering and construction services, and the
procurement and installation of equipment for reprocessing, fabrication, waste
packaging, and interim storage.



In translating this to fuel cycle economics, the conventional breakdown
of fuel cycle components adopted for LWRs is not directly applicable. In the
IFR fuel cycle facility, all of reprocessing, refabrication and waste packaging
operations are conducted in a single hot cell, and hence allocation of costs
to each process step is arbitrary. For the IFR fuel cycle, it is appropriate
to consider the following four distinct components that contribute to the
levelized fuel cycle cost: (1) fuel cycle facility capital fixed charges,
(2) fuel cycle facility operating and maintenance cost, (3) driver and blanket
hardware supplies, and (4) fissile inventory carrying charges.

The IFR fuel cycle cost for these four components is summarized in Table
3. All calculations are performed on a constant dollar basis (1991$) for an
electrical generating capacity of 1350 MW. The fuel cycle facility capitalized
investment includes the overnight cost with contingencies, interest during
construction, and owner's cost for startup. Traditionally, a higher fixed
charge rate is used for fuel cycle facilities as compared to reactor plants,
reflecting higher market risks and different capital structure of private
ownership. However, if the fuel cycle facility is constructed as an integral
part of the reactor plant project, then it may be appropriate to use the same
fixed charge rate as the reactor plant.

Table 3. IFR Fuel Cycle Cost
(for a generating capacity of 1350 MW)

1.

2.

3.

4.

Components

FCF Capital Fixed Charges

FCF O&M Cost

Hardware Components

Fissile Inventory Carrying Charges
- Plutonium Startup @ $25/gm
- Uranium Startup @ $35/gm

Total
- Plutonium Startup
- Uranium Startup

mill/kWhr

1.6

1.5

1.0

0.7
1.7

4.8
5.8

The operating and maintenance cost of the fuel cycle facility includes
costs for process personnel and support personnel, process consumables,
utilities, and allowances for spare parts and equipment. The fuel cycle
facility operating and maintenance costs are treated as expenses, the same as
the reactor plant operating and maintenance costs.

The cost for driver and blanket assembly hardware components, such as
cladding tubing, end plugs, wires, duct hardware, etc., is separated out from
the costs of process consumables, because these items are independent of the
process operations. This cost component is also treated as expenses.



The fissile inventory carrying charges depend on the methodology used for
the carrying charge rate and the cost of fissile materials. A unique feature
of the IFR is that fissile fuel is required for initial startup only (initial
core plus one reload). After initial startup, no fissile makeup is required
even if only uranium is used for initial startup. Although the fissile form
changes from uranium to plutonium and the isotopic composition evolves
continuously, the fissile "value" in terms of reactivity worth and fueling
requirement does not depreciate over the plant lifetime.

The fissile inventory carrying charge rate applicable to this unique
situation can be derived with the following assumptions: (1) the initial core
plus one reload inventory cost is capitalized, (2) initial capital investment
is depreciated for tax purposes using the 5-year accelerated depreciation
schedule, and (3) the worth of final discharge fuel is treated as income at the
end of the plant lifetime.

The cost of fissile materials depends on the deployment scenarios, type
and source of fissile materials, etc. "For the uranium startup option, $35/gm
U-235 was assumed as representative cost and for the Pu start up option, J25/gm
was assumed somewhat arbitrarily.

A few important observations can be made from the data in Table 3. The
IFR fuel cycle cost of 5-6 mill/kWh on a constant dollar basis is very
competitive with the present LWRs, and it is substantially lower than that for
the oxide fuel cycle based on Purex reprocessing and pelletized fuel
fabrication. The fuel cycle facility capital cost is only a small fraction of
the levelized fuel cycle cost, so that economic competitiveness is not
sensitive even to smaller scale or to any possible uncertainties in the
facility cost estimates.

The IFR fuel cycle facility provides wide flexibility in sizing its
throughput capacity. The particular size (1400 MW) for the conceptual design
was chosen because it represents a likely initial reactor deployment. The
colocation of the fuel cycle facility with each reactor plant is not a required
feature, of course. It is quite conceivable that a utility company with a
large nuclear capacity may choose to build one regional fuel cycle facility
servicing several thousands MW generating capacity or even more, within its
grid system. It is also conceivable that some utilities may choose not to
operate the fuel cycle facilities but have independent engineering companies
operate the facilities for them.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The IFR fuel cycle promises a major improvement in the fuel cycle
economics. However, because its technology base is radically different from
the conventional Purex reprocessing, a consistent comparison is difficult to
make. Actual demonstration is the only and the best approach to validate the
IFR economics potential.

The EBR-II Fuel Cycle Facility is being refurbished now to accomplish
this goal. The process equipment systems are sized as close as possible to
the commercial-scale. The total cost for procuring the EBR-II Fuel Cycle
Facility process equipment systems is expected to be less than $5 million,
which is a direct indication of the simplicity and a favorable economics.
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